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H

omes are a team effort. If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a quorum of talented
professionals to design and build them. With more than 25 years of experience, William Wolf

knows this well. It is why he has surrounded himself with talented people charged with helping him
realize his clients’ dreams, and it is why he emphasizes the art of design, commitment to a quality built
environment, technical expertise, strong project management and personalized service.

As managing principal of Pacific Architects, Bill Wolf has attracted a mix of residential, commercial and
institutional clients seeking an architect’s expertise ranging from small-scale renovations to multimillion
dollar projects. All of which embody the finest architectural standards, while maintaining a humanistic
philosophy and sense of scale. The client base ranges from individual homeowners to internationally
based businesses. No matter the calling, size, scope or style, however, the goal is always the same:

Above:
This Santa Barbara home was inspired by 1920s’ Spanish Colonial styling. The multifamily living units’
south and east façades boast spectacular views of the Santa Barbara Riviera.
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Facing Page:
As comfortable as it is beautiful, this Craftsman-style, Santa Barbara residence has sweeping southern
panoramas of the Pacific Ocean. Its details resonate an elegant warmth.
Photograph by Jim Bartsch

approach every project with a fresh eye, meticulous attention
to detail, a keen appreciation for environmental and economic
concerns and a strong belief in a collaborative effort.

Bill has a do-unto-others design philosophy: The things he wants
in his own home — a place that feels safe, warm, cozy, inviting —
are the things he wants to convey in the homes he designs for his
clients. He does this through seeking to create original, thoughtful
and distinctive solutions tailored to his client’s unique requirements,
circumstances and personalities. He often leans to circular or
curving elements, if not in the building then in its site in order to
impart a natural balance with the environment. The project site,
the appropriateness of a design for its context, the impact of the
project on the environment and the collaboration with the client are
what make for successful architecture. The results are designs that
not only work physically and harmoniously, but emerge from a place
rather than appearing imposed upon it.

Bill received his architecture degree from California Polytechnic
State University in San Luis Obispo and worked with established
firms in Los Angeles and Santa Barbara before opening his own
practice in 1989. The qualities he seeks in his design work are
imagination, diversity, timelessness, environmental sensitivity and a
sense of place. These things come naturally for the award-winning
architect, who realized his sensibilities of an artist and technical
aptitude at a very early age — traits that balance one another,
making for a well-rounded and grounded professional.

Above:
Expansive views of the city below, the Pacific Ocean beyond and the Santa Ynez mountains, complement
this open, modern Santa Barbara residence’s kitchen, family room and dining space.
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top right:
This hilltop Mediterranean in Santa Barbara has spectacular views and features contemporary
appointments that complement an Old World craftsmanship that trademarks eras of the past.
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bottom right:
Nestled into the hillside this 2,700-square-foot, high-tech garage in Santa Barbara houses an impressive
car and motorcycle collection. It is replete with four car bays, a television/bar/entertainment area, a
rooftop deck and an outdoor terrace with fireplace.
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Facing Page top:
The family room with dramatic south-facing views to the Channel Islands has a cozy fireplace and is
adjoined by formal and informal rooms to the right. The home is located in beautiful Santa Barbara.
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Facing Page bottom:
The bright and spacious gourmet kitchen of a Santa Barbara home features an eat-in island with storage
as well as custom millwork, flanked by the dining areas and family room.
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